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Administration shares trait with science because.....

its practitioners often work in an imaginative ways.

administrators often find their own moods in their work.

administrators reflect their intuition and personality in their work.

administrators use data, laws and theories.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

.Choose the best choice and mark it on your answer sheet

A(n) .............production is the desire of every farmer.

downscale imaginative blur abstract
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Iran has great natural .................such as oil, trees, copper, coal and so on.

metals mines plants resources
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1. 2. 3. 4.

They have developed a new ........... for steel production.

rejection process glance definition

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Increased ..............between different departments would improve the rate of solving problems.

sanitary ingredient salary interaction

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is a ....................agreement between those private companies. It will be finished after a

short period.

long- term immediate short- term successful

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She was quite .......... in the matter, she could go and no one would stop her.

decided precise decisive doubtful

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They decided to carry on their work in spite of the bad weather.

continue reject stop demand
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The first step in planning is the selection of............. for the organization.

workers managers goals bosses

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Managers make decisions under a condition of ...............................when they have little or no

information about the problem.

occupation goal department ambiguity

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The safety of the group is the manger's responsibility.

environment start task administration

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Motivation factors ...................................from person to person.

differ difference different differently
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The manager wants an immediate reply on the part of the employee.

plan of action correct closeness done at once

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He encountered his old friend on the road.

sent took met bought

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Conditions in the laboratory were not very sanitary.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The employment of the new workers seemed to be necessary.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

There was little deviation from his usual routine.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

They have little inducement to work harder.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

That car went out of production five years ago.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The manager promised to do his commitments and cannot refused any more.
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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